


exercised And I gave my heart to seek and search out by wisdom concerning all [things] that are done under 
heaven: this sore travail hath God given to the sons of man to be {exercised} therewith. exercised I have seen the 
travail, which God hath given to the sons of men to be {exercised} in it. exercised The people of the land have 
used oppression, and {exercised} robbery, and have vexed the poor and needy: yea, they have oppressed the 
stranger wrongfully. exercised But strong meat belongeth to them that are of full age, even] those who by reason 
of use have their senses {exercised} to discern both good and evil. exercised Now no chastening for the present 
seemeth to be joyous, but grievous: nevertheless afterward it yieldeth the peaceable fruit of righteousness unto 
them which are {exercised} thereby. exercised <2PE2 -14> Having eyes full of adultery, and that cannot cease 
from sin; beguiling unstable souls: an heart they have {exercised} with covetous practices; cursed children:



KJV Bible Word Studies for EXERCISED



Bible Greek and Hebrew Dictionaries combined for Word Studies

a 1139 # daimonizomai {dahee-mon-id'-zom-ahee}; middle voice from 1142; to be exercised by a daemon: -- 
have {a} (be vexed with, be possessed with) devil(-s). 

be 1139 # daimonizomai {dahee-mon-id'-zom-ahee}; middle voice from 1142; to be exercised by a daemon: -
- have a ({be} vexed with, be possessed with) devil(-s). 

be 1139 # daimonizomai {dahee-mon-id'-zom-ahee}; middle voice from 1142; to be exercised by a daemon: -
- have a (be vexed with, {be} possessed with) devil(-s). 

devil 1139 # daimonizomai {dahee-mon-id'-zom-ahee}; middle voice from 1142; to be exercised by a 
daemon: -- have a (be vexed with, be possessed with) {devil}(-s). 

have 1139 # daimonizomai {dahee-mon-id'-zom-ahee}; middle voice from 1142; to be exercised by a 
daemon: -- {have} a (be vexed with, be possessed with) devil(-s). 

possessed 1139 # daimonizomai {dahee-mon-id'-zom-ahee}; middle voice from 1142; to be exercised by a 
daemon: -- have a (be vexed with, be {possessed} with) devil(-s). 

vexed 1139 # daimonizomai {dahee-mon-id'-zom-ahee}; middle voice from 1142; to be exercised by a 
daemon: -- have a (be {vexed} with, be possessed with) devil(-s). 

with 1139 # daimonizomai {dahee-mon-id'-zom-ahee}; middle voice from 1142; to be exercised by a 
daemon: -- have a (be vexed {with}, be possessed with) devil(-s). 

with 1139 # daimonizomai {dahee-mon-id'-zom-ahee}; middle voice from 1142; to be exercised by a 
daemon: -- have a (be vexed with, be possessed {with}) devil(-s). 



Hebrew and Greek Strong's Dictionary with all the definitions plus 
combined with every place that word is used in the definitions.

Complete index of every word used in both the Hebrew and Greek 
Strong's Dictionary in English Word order.

exercised 1139 - daimonizomai {dahee-mon-id'-zom-ahee}; middle voice from 1142; to be {exercised} by a 
daemon: -- have a (be vexed with, be possessed with) devil(-s). 

exercised 1654 - eleemosune {el-eh-ay-mos-oo'-nay}; from 1656; compassionateness, i.e. (as {exercised} 
towards the poor) beneficence, or (concretely) a benefaction: -- alms(-deeds). 



Greek Strong's Dictionary with all the Synonyms inserted into the 
definitions.

1128 + exercised + and exercise + unto them which are exercised +/ . gumnazo {goom-nad'-zo}; from 1131 + 
Naked + naked + be naked + and naked + his naked + me not in naked + from them naked + things are 
naked + that shall be but bare + unto him ( for he was naked +/ ; to practise naked (in the games), i .e . train
(figuratively): --exercise . 

1129 + exercise +/ . gumnasia {goom-nas-ee'-ah}; from 1128 + exercised + and exercise + unto them which 
are exercised +/ ; training, i .e . (figuratively) asceticism: --exercise . 

1139 + vexed + possessed + with devils + with a devil + of the devils + with the devil + to the possessed + that
were possessed + which were possessed + he that was possessed + unto him one possessed + him that was 
possessed + of him that hath a devil + to him that was possessed + he that had been possessed + and them 
that were possessed +/ . daimonizomai {dahee-mon-id'-zom-ahee}; middle voice from 1142 + of devils + the 
devils + of the devil +/ ; to be exercised by a daemon: --have a (be vexed with, be possessed with) devil(-s) . 



Root Words and their word stems. This helps you see all related words 
in the English.

6 - exercised 



English Theasurus that shows all the ways the English word is 
translated from the original Greek and Hebrew.



Greek Cross References that shows all the ways the Greek is translated 
from the English word.

exercised 1128 gumnazo * {exercised} , {1128 gumnazo } ,



English to Hebrew and Greek Thesaurus

The - is marking the Old Testament words. The * is marking the New Testament Words. 
English list of words is 15,684 * Hebrew Numbers refered to 8,674 * Greek Numbers refered
to 5,624 * Unique English words in N.T. 5,437 * Unique English words in O.T. 10,254

* exercised , 1128 ,

- exercised , 6031 ,



English Synonyms with Greek Strong's Number.

exercised - 1128 exercise, {exercised},
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exercised , ECC_01_13 , ECC_03_10,

exercised , EZE_22_29,

exercised , HEB_05_14 , HEB_12_11,

exercised , 2PE_02_14,
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One Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

exercised 2Pe_02_14 # Having eyes full of adultery, and that cannot cease from sin; beguiling unstable 
souls: an heart they have exercised with covetous practices; cursed children:

exercised Ecc_01_13 # And I gave my heart to seek and search out by wisdom concerning all [things] that 
are done under heaven: this sore travail hath God given to the sons of man to be exercised therewith.

exercised Ecc_03_10 # I have seen the travail, which God hath given to the sons of men to be exercised in it.

exercised Eze_22_29 # The people of the land have used oppression, and exercised robbery, and have vexed 
the poor and needy: yea, they have oppressed the stranger wrongfully.

exercised Heb_05_14 # But strong meat belongeth to them that are of full age, [even] those who by reason of
use have their senses exercised to discern both good and evil.

exercised Heb_12_11 # Now no chastening for the present seemeth to be joyous, but grievous: nevertheless 
afterward it yieldeth the peaceable fruit of righteousness unto them which are exercised thereby.



Three Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

exercised in it Ecc_03_10 # I have seen the travail, which God hath given to the sons of men to be exercised 
in it.

exercised robbery and Eze_22_29 # The people of the land have used oppression, and exercised robbery, 
and have vexed the poor and needy: yea, they have oppressed the stranger wrongfully.

exercised thereby Heb_12_11 # Now no chastening for the present seemeth to be joyous, but grievous: 
nevertheless afterward it yieldeth the peaceable fruit of righteousness unto them which are exercised 
thereby.

exercised therewith Ecc_01_13 # And I gave my heart to seek and search out by wisdom concerning all 
[things] that are done under heaven: this sore travail hath God given to the sons of man to be exercised 
therewith.

exercised to discern Heb_05_14 # But strong meat belongeth to them that are of full age, [even] those who 
by reason of use have their senses exercised to discern both good and evil.

exercised with covetous 2Pe_02_14 # Having eyes full of adultery, and that cannot cease from sin; beguiling 
unstable souls: an heart they have exercised with covetous practices; cursed children:



Bible Phrases for Individual word studies

exercised robbery Eze_22_29 





Bible Quick Find Phrase Concordance for fast finding of phrases

exercised ^ Ecc_03_10 / exercised /^in it. 

exercised ^ Eze_22_29 / exercised /^robbery, and have vexed the poor and needy: yea, they have oppressed 
the stranger wrongfully. 

exercised ^ Heb_12_11 / exercised /^thereby. 

exercised ^ Ecc_01_13 / exercised /^therewith. 

exercised ^ Heb_05_14 / exercised /^to discern both good and evil. 

exercised ^ 2Pe_02_14 / exercised /^with covetous practices; cursed children: 



Bible Translation Phrases for Individual word studies

exercised ......... exercised 1128 -gumnazo-> 

exercised ......... unto them which are exercised 1128 -gumnazo-> 



Bible Word Index with the full text of each verse

exercised Ecc_01_13 And I gave my heart to seek and search out by wisdom concerning all [things] that are 
done under heaven: this sore travail hath God given to the sons of man to be {exercised} therewith. 

exercised 2Pe_02_14 Having eyes full of adultery, and that cannot cease from sin; beguiling unstable souls: 
an heart they have {exercised} with covetous practices; cursed children: 

exercised Ecc_03_10 I have seen the travail, which God hath given to the sons of men to be {exercised} in it. 

exercised Heb_05_14 But strong meat belongeth to them that are of full age, [even] those who by reason of 
use have their senses {exercised} to discern both good and evil. 

exercised Eze_22_29 The people of the land have used oppression, and {exercised} robbery, and have vexed 
the poor and needy: yea, they have oppressed the stranger wrongfully. 

exercised Heb_12_11 Now no chastening for the present seemeth to be joyous, but grievous: nevertheless 
afterward it yieldeth the peaceable fruit of righteousness unto them which are {exercised} thereby. 



Bible Word Index with Strong's Number with the full text of each verse

exercised ^ 2Pe_02_14 Having <2192> (5723) eyes <3788> full <3324> of adultery <3428>, and <2532> that 
cannot cease from <0180> sin <0266>; beguiling <1185> (5723) unstable <0793> souls <5590>: an heart 
<2588> they have <2192> (5723) {exercised} <1128> (5772) with covetous practices <4124>; cursed <2671> 
children <5043>: 

exercised ^ Heb_05_14 But <1161> strong <4731> meat <5160> belongeth to them that are <2076> (5748) of
full age <5046>, even those who by reason <1223> of use <1838> have <2192> (5723) their senses <0145> 
{exercised} <1128> (5772) to <4314> discern <1253> both <5037> good <2570> and <2532> evil <2556>. 

exercised ^ Heb_12_11 Now <1161> no <3956> <3756> chastening <3809> for <4314> <3303> the present 
<3918> (5752) seemeth <1380> (5719) to be <1511> (5750) joyous <5479>, but <0235> grievous <3077>: 
nevertheless <1161> afterward <5305> it yieldeth <0591> (5719) the peaceable <1516> fruit <2590> of 
righteousness <1343> unto them which are {exercised} <1128> (5772) thereby <1223> <0846>. 
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Bible Word Index with Strong's Number

Language Tranliteration of original language words
exercised 2Pe_02_14 Having (2192 -echo -) eyes (3788 -ophthalmos -) full (3324 -mestos -) of adultery (3428 
-moichalis -) , and that cannot (0180 -akatapaustos -) cease (0180 -akatapaustos -) from sin (0266 -hamartia 
-) ; beguiling (1185 -deleazo -) unstable (0793 -asteriktos -) souls (5590 -psuche -):an heart (2588 -kardia -) 
they have (2192 -echo -) {exercised} (1128 -gumnazo -) with covetous (4124 -pleonexia -) practices ; cursed 
(2671 -katara -) children (5043 -teknon -) : 

exercised Ecc_01_13 And I gave (05414 +nathan ) my heart (03820 +leb ) to seek (01875 +darash ) and 
search (08446 +tuwr ) out by wisdom (02451 +chokmah ) concerning (05921 +(al ) all (03605 +kol ) [ things ]
that are done (06466 +pa(al ) under (08478 +tachath ) heaven (08064 +shamayim ):this (01931 +huw) ) sore 
(07451 +ra( ) travail (06045 +(inyan ) hath God (00430 +)elohiym ) given (05414 +nathan ) to the sons 
(01121 +ben ) of man (00120 +)adam ) to be {exercised} (06031 +(anah ) therewith . 

exercised Ecc_03_10 I have seen (07200 +ra)ah ) the travail (06045 +(inyan ) , which (00834 +)aher ) God 
(00430 +)elohiym ) hath given (05414 +nathan ) to the sons (01121 +ben ) of men (00120 +)adam ) to be 
{exercised} (06031 +(anah ) in it . 

exercised Eze_22_29 The people (05971 +(am ) of the land (00776 +)erets ) have used oppression (06233 
+(osheq ) , and {exercised} robbery (01498 +gazel ) , and have vexed (03238 +yanah ) the poor (06041 +(aniy
) and needy (34):yea , they have oppressed (06231 +(ashaq ) the stranger (01616 +ger ) wrongfully . 

exercised Heb_05_14 But strong (4731 -stereos -) meat (5160 -trophe -) belongeth (1510 -eimi -) to them that
are of full (5046 -teleios -) age (5046 -teleios -) , [ even ] those (3588 -ho -) who by reason (1223 -dia -) of use 
(1838 -hexis -) have (2192 -echo -) their senses (0145 -aistheterion -) {exercised} (1128 -gumnazo -) to discern
(1253 -diakrisis -) both (5037 -te -) good (2570 -kalos -) and evil (2556 -kakos -) . 

exercised Heb_12_11 Now (1161 -de -) no (3756 -ou -) chastening (3809 -paideia -) for the present (3918 -
pareimi -) seemeth (1380 -dokeo -) to be joyous (5479 -chara -) , but grievous (3077 -lupe -):nevertheless 

http://ebiblesoftware.com
http://ebiblesoftware.com


(1161 -de -) afterward (5305 -husteron -) it yieldeth (0591 -apodidomi -) the peaceable (1516 -eirenikos -) 
fruit (2590 -karpos -) of righteousness (1343 -dikaiosune -) unto them which are {exercised} (1128 -gumnazo
-) thereby (0846 -autos -) . 
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exercised And I gave my heart to seek and search out by wisdom concerning all [things] that are done under 
heaven: this sore travail hath God given to the sons of man to be {exercised} therewith. exercised I have seen the 
travail, which God hath given to the sons of men to be {exercised} in it. exercised The people of the land have 
used oppression, and {exercised} robbery, and have vexed the poor and needy: yea, they have oppressed the 
stranger wrongfully. exercised But strong meat belongeth to them that are of full age, even] those who by reason 
of use have their senses {exercised} to discern both good and evil. exercised Now no chastening for the present 
seemeth to be joyous, but grievous: nevertheless afterward it yieldeth the peaceable fruit of righteousness unto 
them which are {exercised} thereby. exercised <2PE2 -14> Having eyes full of adultery, and that cannot cease 
from sin; beguiling unstable souls: an heart they have {exercised} with covetous practices; cursed children: * 
exercised , 1128 gumnazo , exercised -1128 exercise, {exercised}, exercised -6031 abase , afflict , afflicted , 
afflictest , afflictions , chasten , defiled , {exercised} , force , forced , gentleness , hardly , humble , humbled , hurt
, ravished , sing , submit , troubled , weakened , wise , exercised ......... exercised 1128 -gumnazo-> exercised 
......... unto them which are exercised 1128 -gumnazo-> exercised 003 010 Ecc /^{exercised /in it. exercised 022 
029 Eze /^{exercised /robbery , and have vexed the poor and needy : yea, they have oppressed the stranger 
wrongfully . exercised 012 011 Heb /${exercised /thereby . exercised 001 013 Ecc /^{exercised /therewith. 
exercised 005 014 Heb /${exercised /to discern both good and evil . exercised 002 014 IIPe /${exercised /with 
covetous practices ; cursed children : exercised 6 - 



* exercised , 1128 gumnazo ,



exercised -1128 exercise, {exercised},



exercised -6031 abase , afflict , afflicted , afflictest , afflictions , chasten , defiled , {exercised} , force , forced , 
gentleness , hardly , humble , humbled , hurt , ravished , sing , submit , troubled , weakened , wise ,







exercised ......... exercised 1128 -gumnazo-> exercised ......... unto them which are exercised 1128 -gumnazo->
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exercised Ecc_03_10 /^{exercised /in it. exercised Eze_22_29 /^{exercised /robbery , and have vexed the poor 
and needy : yea, they have oppressed the stranger wrongfully . exercised Heb_12_11 /${exercised /thereby . 
exercised Ecc_01_13 /^{exercised /therewith. exercised Heb_05_14 /${exercised /to discern both good and evil . 
exercised 2Pe_02_14 /${exercised /with covetous practices ; cursed children :
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